
 

Context 
Analysis Report 
Context Analysis in six Countries involved in the 

European Project “iRemember”  

The desk analysis examined the National contexts for the development of useful data and 

information about transitions and  conflicts in the National territories of the project's Partners. The 

research focused on conflicts and transition topics with historical roots and with a significant impact 

on the present by a social, cultural or economic point of view. The researchers involved in this 

activity had gone through studies and report, collecting the needed data and measurable indicators 

to define the project context framework and  the overall impact on it. 
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Introduction 

 

  

This activity will form the basis of a series of important activities aimed at the definition of the 

Context Analysis Report.  

The definition of the target groups took place during the project kick-off meeting, held in Rome, 

involving all the Partners in a specific session to define the target groups to be involved as source of 

information for the methodology adaptation and as participants in the project activities 

The target groups identified are: youngsters, tutors/teachers, older citizens. 

The Partners discussed the theme of conflict, previously explored by the social-historical research, 

and the involvement of the following target groups in the project's activities. 

During the kick-off meeting specific session have been devoted to the definition of a stakeholder’s 

survey tool and its characteristics. The context analysis were expressly created to realize the project 

activity of iRemember; the experts from the Partners staff made a desk research to put a light on 

transition and conflicts belonging to modern history of each Country involved.   

This activity highlighted the features for the Laboratory of Memory which were realized for the 

intergenerational activities within the schools involved in each Country.. 
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Context Analysis in Italy 

 

SLOW, MODERATE, GOING WITH MOTO 

 

Rhythm, harmony and dissonance of the migration phenomenon in Italy and Rome from the 

nineties to 2000.             
 

 

Italy currently has over four million immigrants and the trend shows a steady growth. In 1861, 

Italy’s Unity year, foreigners were only 0.4% of population and they covered positions socio-

occupational remarkable; in 1951, the year of the first post-war census of 47.516.00 of Italy 

inhabitants,  129.757 were the foreigners resident; their number exceeded the percentage of 1% in 

1991 and the million in 2001. 

 

The beginning of a real migration is detected since the eighties. Before that, the presence of foreign 

workers are reduced, the legislation about immigrations refers to "Testo Unico della sicurezza" of 

1931, which considers the phenomenon of migration in the context of the repression of crime. 

 

The first specific law on immigration (n. 943/1986) registered a national landscape that changes: 

many immigrants work as piecework’s laborers in the rural South and the Center of Italy, or as 

workers in the factories in the industrial North. The tongue bends, it is coined the expression 

"vucumprà" for the many immigrant street vendors  in large cities and on the beaches. 

 

In 1989, a tragic event awakens public opinion and politics to the new reality, the South African 

laborer Jerry Essan Masslo, political refugee, is killed in Villa Literno, near Caserta. The funeral of 

Masslo are broadcast live on Rai,  the murder generates anti-racist demonstrations all over Italy and 

in Florence born the "Italian antiracist Convention". 

 

Following the great wave of emotion and debate, the following year, in 1990, was signed into law a 

specific decree on immigrants, who remains known as Law Martelli. The Martelli’s Law (39/1990) 

marks the beginning of an immigration more consistent punctuated rhythms, rather mild in the first 

half of the 90s and increasing in the next five years. These years are the years that immediately 

follows the fall of the Berlin’s Wall, and the guarantees of life of the former socialist countries 

crumble along with the Iron Curtain and for this reason many Eastern European citizens move to 

Italy. 

 

In these years it is registered a quick increase of the number of the foreigners resident which rose 

from 649,000 at the end of 1991 to 1.341.000 foreigners in 2000, almost the double in ten years. 

The immigration phenomenon has become massive, many immigrants come from the Balkan 

Peninsula, as they run away from the conflicts caused by the splitting of the former Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia. 
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The 1997 is the crucial year, when the number of immigrants exceed one million of units, it is also 

the year when Italy joined the so-called "Schengen System", a common area of free movement that 

eliminates between the  States involved in the Schengen Agreement, the border controls; in 1998 

with the parliamentary debate that largely involves the public opinion, it is promulgated a new 

important Law about the immigration: the Law “Turco Napolitano”.
1
 

 

But the great growth of immigration phenomena only begins in the 2000: in these years are 

abolished the visas for short periods, many applicants for expatriation that are already in Italy hold 

back and they fit into the informal labor market, in particular many Romanians
2
. 

The regularizations of the immigrants in the new decade, from 2000 to 2010, exceed 100,000 units 

each year; in 2003 are widely exceeded the two million of foreigners resident: it is the effect of 

regularization arranged by the previous Bossi-Fini law, which totals 700,000 requests of 

regularization by foreigners citizen
3
.  

 

With this growth of foreign presence,  Italy has joined the ranks of the multicultural societies: over 

six hundred thousand of kids born in Italy to foreign parents; seven hundred students children of 

immigrants; more than two million workers, more than one in ten employees.  

 

The immigrant presence it is today structured in an organic way to the socio-productive system. It 

can be nowadays so described: significant number, rhythm of sustained increase, coming from a 

variety of countries (polycentrism), differentiated distribution but spread throughout the national 

territory (even in small centers and agricultural areas), balanced in terms of population 

(substantially equal numbers of both sexes, the prevalence of married and unmarried on unmarried, 

high incidence of minors), increased tendency to stability and growing need for adequate space for 

participation. 

 

The origin varies from nearby Eastern countries, process facilitate by the EU enlargement of 2004 

and 2007, North Africa and sub-Saharan Africa to those distant, Asia and Latin America, from a 

few thousand from Oceania. Political refugees are a small percentage of resident immigrants, very 

small compared to the presence detected in other European countries; it is difficult to determine the 

numbers of the irregular presence of which it is well perceived the consistency. 

 

In 2010 was found the incidence of the immigrant population of 10% on the totality of the residents 

in several provinces: Prato 12.6%, 10.2% Brescia, Roma 9.5%, 9.4% Pordenone,  9. 3% Reggio 

                                                 
1
 The Law N. 40/98 (so called “Turco Napolitano) attempts to regulate immigration process; for the acquisition of citizenship 

articulates a series of stages that include the right for the foreigners to family reunification,  medical treatment and to access to the 

public health system and the right to access to the public education system. By contrast, the immigrant becomes a possible target of a 

deportation order by the State. For the first time in the history of the Italian Republic, it is established the figure of the  Temporary 

Detention Center (Article 12 of the law), for all foreigners "subjected to expulsion and or rejection if the compulsory escorting to the 

border it is not immediately executable". 
2
 These characteristics and this trend, which have made the Italian case an interesting laboratory of migration policies, were featured 

in the book Contemporary Immigration in Italy. Current trends and future prospects, edited by the team of Immigration Statistics 

Dossier under the auspices of IOM and CNEL, during the presidency of Italy of  the European Union. 
3
 A quick comparative glance reveals that the are significant changes occurred during the two decades between 1990 and 2010: less 

than half a million immigrants in 1990 and five million in 2010; foreign presence in the North: 37.5% in 1990 and 61.3% in 2010; 

Community immigrants: 19% in 1990 and 25% in 2010; impact of immigrants on population: 1.1% in 1990 and7.5% in 2010; 

foreign minors: 20,209 in 1990 and about one million in 2010; foreign employees: less than four hundred thousand in 1990 and more 

than 2 million in 2010. 
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Emilia, 8.9% Treviso, Florence 8.7%, 8.6% Modena, Macerata and Trieste 8.1%. In the 

Municipality I of Rome the incidence of the immigrant population exceeded the 16%. 

 

The perception of the presence of this reality numerically described is ambivalent. Part of the Italian 

population works to build creative opportunities for participation, and it is not identifiable according 

to the canons politicians: a social left that passes through Catholic organizations, through the protest 

movements and it is structured in cooperatives which live of the public funds for social solidarity.  

 

Another conspicuous mass of Italians agree with the restrictive measures that explicitly or implicitly 

affecting immigrants. It means: expensive centers for identification and expulsion (CIE); through 

these centers in 2010 have passed 7,039 immigrants, with an average stay of 51 days;  

 

Today the period of detention for an immigrant it is increased to 18 months, the same period of 

detention that in prison it is scheduled for suspects for criminal association, kidnapping, 

pornography and sexual violence. 

 

The role of immigrant women it is crucial: in the family, in the contacts with the school, in cultural 

mediation. Wherever communities change and the thought about foreigner presence  becomes softer 

and more fluid even in the most stubborn social sectors, it is thanks to them.  

 

In Rome, from the nineties onwards, with greater force in the last decade, numerous self-managed 

schools of Italian for foreign people, along with the territorial centers, have  alphabetize to Italian 

language the “new” citizens and furthermore welcomed the special needs of women to meet in 

separate spaces; in particular Muslim women have found a way of emancipation in this renewed 

separatism. This welcome centre for women are run by pioneering organizations that demonstrate 

high quality level, as for example, “Asinitas non-profit organization” that operates both in Ostiense 

and  Torpignattara districts. 

 

We will take the case of “Torpignattara” Rome’s District just as an example of social and cultural 

dynamics that are common to the other districts of Rome. In this case Torpignattara is symbol of 

anthropological transformation underway, laboratory of the new Italian identity and paradigm of the 

limits and creative resources that the country expresses. “Torpignattara” it is  the second district for 

resident immigrant population density in Rome, the first one it is the District “Piazza Vittorio” 

(Municipality I), where since the early nineties migrant communities have settled. 

 

The famous local market has become a real international market, with food and spices from around 

the world, and immigrants takes the management of every available commercial space in the market 

and in the nearby area to convert it into a clothing store or warehouse. The exercises are run by 

small entrepreneurs of Chinese nationality. Their children attended the local public school, the “Di 

Donato”, constituting 80 percent of members until 2007, when Italians were back, activating a 

parents committee that made open and accessible the school’s rooms for cultural activities every 

afternoon; currently classes are composed half of Italian students and the remaining half by Chinese 

students and from other nationality. Coexists in the same territory “Casa Pound”, an association of 

far-right that propaganda xenophobic contents from his headquarters, a building located near the 

Central Station. 
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“Torpignattara” district face then the second edition of the migrant exodus, since when from 2000 

in the former VI Municipality of Rome (now Municipality V), begins to flows the largest 

bangladesh community in the city. 

 

Today in “Torpignattara” there are currently three Islamic cultural centers, a school of Chinese 

language and culture, (great is the concentration of citizens of Chinese nationality, almost all 

coming from one province of the country located to the south of Shanghai), dozens of traditional 

and “new concept” shops run by immigrants. 

The historical school of the district, (kindergarten and primary) “Carlo Pisacane”, has in his 

classrooms eighteen different nationalities.  

 

Initially the presence of the immigrants was received, from the mid-nineties, with tepid indifference 

by Italians; immigrants bought or rented  run-down houses  especially in Via della Marranella, 

historically known to the news as the armory of the “Magliana gang” one of the most famous roman 

gang,  transforming the criminal connotation of the area with their presence. 

Family reunifications have made progressively more evident the new presence, up to outline the 

image of a “Banglatown” that drew negative attention of the promoters of the Roman right 

politicians,  that tried with racist campaigns to be able to collect the necessary votes  to overcome 

the left government, which for decades holds the District.  

 

Serious social unrest shook the area in the years 2007 to 2010, the seat of the clash was 

unfortunately the school Carlo Pisacane; it was the subject of heavy media attention and easy target 

of the lack of integration.  

 

We take for example this territory because it was the place of an unexpected experiment in social 

welfare that took power in recent years, going to be a reference model for communities with high 

density of the migrant population in Italy. Recently the Institute  of Alte Ceccato, in Vicenza, (80% 

of pupils bangladesh), has called the school “Carlo Pisacane” to illustrate in a conference Pisacane’s 

strategies. 

 

Teachers, parents, associations, artists, intellectuals have created a dense network of initiatives, 

articulated by moments of meetings participated by all citizens as: 

 

 multicultural festivals to which every community and family has made its contribution, in 

terms of work organization and design of the event; 

 meetings of reflection and deepening of social issues regarding gender difference;  

 meetings coordinated by educators and researchers who have been confronted with the 

operators of the school and the parents; 

 hosting authors for the promotion of books, music, movies, theater, encouraging exchanges 

with the Chinese language school and this school of Italian women. 

 

The school has seen a reversal in the inscriptions, from the contraction of 2008 registering an 

increase of over one hundred units in 2015; from the exodus of Italians discouraged by racist 

slogan "school-ghetto" to the choice of Italian families of professionals , activists, attracted by 

the international character of the educational and the possibility of participation and constant 

innovation.  
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In the last years in Torpignattara a cultural center was developed, the social activities  have 

multiplied promoted by the neighborhood committees, huge murals have characterized the 

buildings, thanks to street art organized by the Art Gallery Wunderkammen: all signs of the 

developing of a multi cultural community,  but in autumn 2014 several violent incidents have 

threatened the peaceful coexistence of the population, upsetting the delicate balance created.  

 

 

Children and adolescents of immigrants born in Rome, live the neighborhood as their natural 

home and combine without discomfort customs of their families and Italian ones, but, on the 

contrary, whenever occurring voltages xenophobic, they remain confused and doubtful, they 

feel so wrong since they are described by media in a wrong way. 

 

In the last three years there is an increase of girls who wear a headdress full starting from the 

six years old, a phenomenon  before unknown.Children who attend the Islamic cultural centers 

of the area tell of teaching methods of harassment and report of the use of the stick in the class 

rooms.  

 

There are also positive signs as a vibrant community of women formed by women of all 

nationalities that has created a discussion group called "Nearby neighbors"; this group marches 

through the streets singing joyfully, in the evening, to say the way of cultural sharing as the 

only weapon possible to disarm the violence of any absolute reason. 

 

The first generation of immigrants often suffers from the linguistic isolation but relies to their 

children born in Italy to create bridges with Italians community and this generation participate 

so attentive to opportunities of multi cultural meetings; in everyday life  this generation tends to 

refer to their language group but willingly joins mixed groups.  

 

In recent years the economic crisis induces different family groups, also resident for many 

years, to emigrate to England or to return to the country of origin and to resume the movement 

of migration;  of these fellow citizens can be appreciated in any case the courage and mental 

agility in seeking new paths with  spirit of enterprise. 
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Context Analysis in Spain 

 

PROMOTING AGRICULTURE AMONG YOUNG PEOPLE 

 

1. What happen in Spain?  

a. Spain is an agricultural country. Quite different of type of managing the land: North 

minifundios (small farm, belongs to farmer) and South, latifundios (big extension; usually 

belong to different person to work farmer) 

The proportion of land devoted to agricultural purposes is low. In the 1980s, about 5 million 

hectares were devoted to permanent crops: orchards, olive groves, and vineyards. Another 5 

million lay fallow each year because of inadequate rainfall. Permanent meadows and 

pastureland occupied 13.9 million hectares. Forests and scrub woodland accounted for 11.9 

million hectares, and the balance was wasteland or was taken up by populated and industrial 

areas. 

A quite important problem is that the products are paid in origin very law price and later are 

converted into a high price for consumers. 

The statics about agriculture in Spain can be find in 

http://www.magrama.gob.es/estadistica/pags/anuario/2014-Avance/AE_2014_Avance.pdf  

Another aspect that affects agriculture is water, it is said, rain. It was planned a transfer from 

Ebro to Segura, which finally could not be performed, for political reasons. 

Rural Tourism has been developed in the last few years as good resources for rebuilding the 

houses, for creating jobs, for improving the life of farmers and for facilitating better 

conditions of life. These are aspects which influence the stay of young people in the rural 

area. Uncontrolled rural tourism development may produce adverse environmental and 

social impacts 

b. Agricultural cooperative movement is the organization which represents and 

defends the economic and social interests of the Spanish agricultural cooperative movement. 

It was created in 1980. 

The creation implied, in that moment, the achievement of the agricultural cooperative 

movement unity in the democratic phase after an adaptation process to the new political 

reality. Since then, it has succeeded in drawing up its own internal structure and, on the 

other hand, in getting recognition for its representativeness towards the National and EU 

http://www.magrama.gob.es/estadistica/pags/anuario/2014-Avance/AE_2014_Avance.pdf
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Institutions, the agricultural organizations and the several associations and groupings of the 

agri-food sector. 

Agri-food Cooperatives Spain also takes responsibility for spreading, defending and 

stimulating the cooperativism as an entrepreneurial model which allows farmers and cattle-

breeders to participate, to a larger extent, in the added value of their products and to give by 

extension more transparency and stability to the agricultural markets. At the same time, the 

cooperative formula helps to avoid the depopulation on the countryside, maintaining and 

creating employment in the areas where the cooperatives are established, contributing to the 

sustainability of the environment and to the rural development. In addition cooperatives 

prove to be a very efficient instrument to control the traceability, quality and safety of the 

agricultural products all along the chain, from the country to the consumer. 

c. EFAs With the aim of helping to improve the quality of life for families living in the 

countryside by offering professional, cultural, human, and spiritual formation, the Family 

Farm Schools (EFAs in Spanish, for Escuelas Familiares Agrarias) were started in Spain 

around 1965. Based on the French Maisons Familiales Rurales, whose history began in the 

thirties of the last century, the EFA system of instruction, was pioneering and innovative in 

Spain. The training at first was directed to helping students carry out their work better, 

which for the great majority was of an agrarian and family nature. Later, the areas of 

instruction were broadened to include other specialties required in the rural environment 

such as hospitality, health, mechanics, etc. 

d. Asaja is the biggest trade union in Spain. It represents 250.000 members. It was 

founded in 1960. 

 

Why is the topic relevant? Why is important to address it?  

The topic is very important because Spain has suffered big transformation in the rural area. 

It has lost population due to more technological resources, the attraction of the challenges 

offered in the cities, the standstill of the rural life.  

Spain is agricultural, and needs to applied new technologies, to facilitate the population the 

possibility of improve its education; better ground transportation, cultural and sports 

activities, etc. 
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Context Analysis in U.K. 

The “Troubles” 

 

The Troubles refers to a violent thirty-year conflict framed by a civil rights march in Londonderry 

on 5 October 1968 and the Good Friday Agreement on 10 April 1998. At the heart of the conflict 

lay the constitutional status of Northern Ireland. 

The goal of the unionist and overwhelmingly Protestant majority was to remain part of the United 

Kingdom. The goal of the nationalist and republican, almost exclusively Catholic, minority was to 

become part of the Republic of Ireland. 

This was a territorial conflict, not a religious one. At its heart lay two mutually exclusive visions of 

national identity and national belonging. The principal difference between 1968 and 1998 is that the 

people and organisations pursuing these rival futures eventually resolved to do so through peaceful 

and democratic means. This ascendancy of politics over violence was not easily achieved. 

During the Troubles, the scale of the killings perpetrated by all sides - republican and loyalist 

paramilitaries and the security forces - eventually exceeded 3,600, of which 357 occurred in Derry. 

As many as 50,000 people were physically maimed or injured, with countless others 

psychologically damaged by the conflict, a legacy that continues to this day.  

The Troubles have significantly contributed to the city’s social & economic weaknesses including 

inadequate transportation links, over reliance of public sector employment, private sector 

employment that is vulnerable to structural & global change, high levels of social deprivation, areas 

& markets being cut off from their natural hinterlands, sensitivity of cross border travel for many 

people, over reliance on agricultural employment in rural areas and migration of young people to 

seek work in other locations. Derry City Council area is the third most deprived local Government 

District in N. Ireland. 

As time marches on, it is important that The Troubles, or as many would call it, “The Conflict”, is 

acknowledged as a shared history, and that it is recorded and lessons learned from it are passed to 

future generations. The iRemember project is one such tool which The Playhouse will use to talk to 

the older generation, record these stories and pass them on to the younger generation before they are 

lost for ever. Healing is not just for the current generations, but also for future generations. Also, in 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/events/day_troubles_began
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/events/day_troubles_began
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/events/good_friday_agreement
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/topics/troubles_peace
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/topics/troubles_peace
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/topics/troubles_peace
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/topics/troubles_politics
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/topics/troubles_violence
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/topics/troubles_paramilitaries
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/topics/troubles_paramilitaries
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/topics/troubles_security_forces
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N.Ireland young people can still be easily influenced to become involved again in The Conflict; in 

some ways iRemember can give these young people, and others who will use the outputs from 

iRemember in the future, the honest facts of how in reality, The Conflict had a negative impact on 

individuals and the wider society.  

 

The art of storytelling, like the arts in general is a unique and powerful tool which can be used to 

explore and deal with issues arising from conflict, for promoting healing, conflict resolution and 

positive individual / social change. The Playhouse will use iRemember to:  

  

 Record senior citizens memories of the Troubles and pass onto future generations 

 To collect and contextualise memories of older members of Northern Ireland’s communities 

with the aims of providing a resource for children and young people who have no living 

memory of the worst of The Troubles 

 Stimulate people’s interest in participating, where they might otherwise not be motivated by 

such a project 

 Encourage young people to learn about the history of The Troubles 

 Encourage young people in the art of recording stories and using new technology to record 

these memories 

 Create a safe space to engage in debate, empathy and understanding. 

 Explore difference and promote respect for diversity 

 Promote talking & listening skills 

 Create a positive outlet for expression 

 Create an online platform to record these memories which can be shared  

 Create a methodology for trainers (tutors) for the design and management of activities 

involving senior citizens and young people  

 The Playhouse using its extensive experience, “will bring to the project its innovative methodology 

in set-up and management of intergenerational (older people/young people) laboratories 

(workshops)” This extensive knowledge includes conflict-resolution methodologies and using its 

wide national and international networks for dissemination purposes. The Playhouse working with 

its other partners in iRemember will produce “A Methodology for the implementation of 

intergenerational Laboratories” for the project on the basis of the three key elements and giving their 

personal contribution to the activity sharing the intergenerational methodology. The three key 

elements are: 

o Intergenerational methodology 

o Storytelling technique 

o Virtualization tool (Haatch) 
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Context Analysis in Portugal 

 

Agricultural Sector – Before and After the 25th of April of 1974 and Portugal entrance in, 

thandesignated, European Community, in 1986 

 

Preceding the 25th of April of 1974, Portugal lived under a dictatorial regime, ruled, first, by 

António de Oliveira Salazar and, afterwards, until that date’s Revolution, by Marcelo Caetano. For 

as long as forty eight years, the country lived socially under oppression and alarmism, deprived of 

freedom of choice and expression, respecting only the population minimal rights, determined by 

that period established regimen. Regardless the acquired right to express their vote, Portuguese 

people where submitted to a single choice political party regimen without representative alternative. 

National economy was mainly supported by agriculture and its population was, in large numbers, 

illiterate, which deprived them the knowledge of their civic rights. 

Until, the also known as, “Carnation Revolution” (Revolução dos Cravos), farmers and workers 

laboured from dawn till dusk, lacking, frequently, safety and hygiene conditions, striped from the 

right to strike andunemployment subvention and, those phew that benefited minor State support, 

had to prove their inability to earn some sort of income, able to sustain them and their family. 

Portuguese population, overall, had no right to enjoy vacations and is only spare day was Sunday, 

and even this not always, due to economical need. There was no minimal wage, belonging to the 

employer the responsibility of setting this value, which was not always the fairest. Women were 

discriminated, not even being allowed a word to say regarding their personal and family life. Phew 

worked outside their household and, when it happened, the earned salary was much lower than the 

man. Portuguese were devoid of any rights, and could not express themselves against the dictatorial 

politic, or else they would be imprisoned by the Political Police (PIDE). 

After the 25th of April of 1974 Revolution, this reality dramatically modified, as a year after the 

Constitution suffered changes, which led to Portugal living under a Democratic regimen. Amongst 

several achievements, were seen, as for labor market concerned, many benefits for working class, 

namely, all workers, regardless their race, sex, ethnicity, religion and policy preference, being given 

parity accessing employment, formation and professional promotion. Measures such as forty hours 

of weekly labor were applied, parceled eight daily hours, wherein extra hours should be paid a 

higher value. It was established, also, a value for a minimum wage, the right at strike and medical, 

maternity, paternity and breast-feeding leaves. The law protected, as well, the sick and invalids, 

with subventions and, also, foresees, henceforth, maternity, food and family allowances. 

Furthermore, workers carrying out activity under a contract without fixed term have the right to 

holidays and thirteenth month allowances. 

The 25th of April of 1974, in Portugal, marks a political revolution, from a dictatorial regime to a 

democracy, which led, inevitably, to an economic revolution, stand on a closed market corporatist 

model (narrow relation between Portugal and its African colonies) to a regional (European Union) 

and global market economy. 

Alongside that political and economic revolution radical modifications of cultural and social 

dimension can be found and, also, regarding education. From 1974 to 1976 become years of 
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transition to a model different from the previous in all of society dimensions. Education was no 

exception, playing a major role shaping this new society citizens, desirable to be democratic, and 

the policymakers concerns towards education where schematized immediately as shown on the I 

Transitional Government program. 

As of media, the 25th of April marks a radical shift of context and practices on social 

communication. Along the XX century we may individualize a set of significant events as for the 

social communication regards, from the Republic establishment in 1910 till the European 

integration in 1986. Betwixt 1974 and 1979 we are able to identify three defining moments for the 

media system as we today know it: freedom acquired after the 25th of April, with the end of censure 

and the prevalence of a total liberty of expression, the nationalization occurred over 1975 (which 

affects particularly press and television) and the legislative regularization of 1979 that allows in 

multiple ways to define the juridical frame of social communication. 

Thus, the 25th of April marked lastingly the Portuguese society, enabling finding in most indicators 

a clear differentiation in values, attitudes, and social and cultural habits. Portuguese current 

predominant values are those of an open society, allowing that a society’s openness may be 

measured thru several dimensions, as for an instance, the right to vote or the liberty of opinion or 

expression. 

The Portuguese society was, before 1974, typically, uninformed as regarding that most of its 

inhabitant’s education would not surpass the fourth grade. Though new generations, along the last 

thirty years, have introduced fundamental changes relating this, the Portuguese society is still far 

from being depicted as having the essential requirements for a general manipulation of information 

by the majority of its constituents. If, of what skills it’s regarded, the situation as changed for the 

after 25th of April of 1974 generations, for the elderly ones little or naught as changed, as a result of 

a weak investment at theirs scholar qualifications. So, if those born after 1967, acquire nine or more 

years of scholarity, the opposite occurs amongst the more aged, with them possessing solely six of 

less education years. 

Citizens with higher education completed in Portugal represent today a significant number. 

However, these values are still insufficient for not characterize our society’s population as 

uninformed, for it still consists, mostly, of the elderly, them lacking the possibility of resuming 

studies. 

In the years preceding the Revolution of the 25th of April of 1974, some of the manpower was 

absorbed by farming, fishing and tourism. The remainders would not suffice to fill the vacancies 

available at commerce and industry, that is, the population drifting from rural and inner lands, the 

so called rural exodus, was insufficient for these sectors manpower needs, located, mostly, at big or 

under development urban centers. 

The last twenty years were marked by two decisive processes to understand the economical and 

political contours that the country bears today, the democratization initiated in 1974, with the fall of 

the New State (Estado Novo), and the accession to the European Community (EC), in 1986.In the 

mid-century farming and the rural society reached their biggest demographical expression, for in 

1950, the rural active population surpassed 1.5 million people. After twenty years, in 1970, it saw a 

cut around a third of that number and in 1981 it suffered a decrease to half. That farming 

determinant factor to unfold agricultural production levels was its population. Mechanization was 

scarcely implemented (only 0.25% of exploitation where kin to mechanical labor means), the 

consumption of chemical fertilizers and pesticides was far reduced and the land was the key 

element in the organization of production and the structure of the rural society. In southern fields 

the land, divided in large estates, was the nuclear element of a social-economical organization, 

where the agricultural temporary employees were the main rural active population. Therefore, both 

in southern fields and family farming areas, the land structured power and social relationships that 
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defined rural society. It was also the land, in an agriculture strictly protected from foreign markets 

competition and established on a technological system reluctant to embrace work productivity 

increase, the economical support for the agricultural activity and the element which allowed 

comprehension of the rents and incomes enjoyed by each of the social groups bonded to agriculture. 

With industrialization and urbanization breakthroughs, farming lost weight, regarding the country’s 

economical development. The agricultural sector revealed incapable to keep up with industries 

evolution and, simultaneously, the country increasingly opened doors to foreign, as citizens of other 

countries entered, the area under cultivation was diminishing and technology thrived. The land’s 

declining political and social weight was also clear, on this period, amongst the rural manpower of 

the southern field’s conflicts. The small allotment as main objective or as eventual safeguard went 

blurring since the sixties. The tractor and the combine harvester imposed utterly and made, each day, 

the small cereal allotment less appealing; cultivation intensified in the finer lands and the 

extensification, the afforestation and the forsaking increscent in the remainders, the repression 

persisted, but emigration and working opportunities at Lisbon-Setubal area widened workers 

horizon, that departed in great number; migratory ranches from the areas family farming areas 

decayed, for emigration desolated their villages too. In this context, unemployment decreased and 

workers could demand and fight for higher wages and better laboring conditions, the big strikes that 

made its course thru Alentejo in 1962, marked this new period where defending one’s job would 

stand as the local alternative for the possible exodus to the major urban centers or others countries, 

namely Europeans, such as France and Germany. 

Following the 25th of April of 1974 Revolution’s, the agrarian reform raised as a movement, in 

which where recognized many of those who opposed the dictatorship and led by political and union 

organizations at their formation or, for those bearing a well rooted history, remaking themselves 

legally and publically. The land issue was, consequently, in the forefront of the political and 

ideological debate and the Constitution enacted in April of 1976 and approved, by a large majority, 

in the Constituent Assembly, elected in April of 1975 foreseen, explicitly, the agrarian reform and 

the support for the small and medium farmers and for cooperatives and forms of collective 

exploitation. The legitimacy of such reform was warranted by the need of changing both life and 

population conditions as labor conditions, imposed, for decades, to rural workers by landowners and 

big companies alike, and glimpsing that this changes served as an adjustment of agriculture for its 

role function to play in the economic system. Amidst 1974-1976 the State power approved a wide 

range of measures destined to fulfill the agrarian reform and to offer support to family farmers, but 

its substantiation depended mainly upon the relationship of forces, established regionally, because, 

as previously noted, the capacity of the State empowering its measures was frail facing, in what 

regards farming and rural society, the regional dynamics. 

In 1986, Portugal’s adhesion to European Community (EC) brought, immediately, two major 

consequences to the Portuguese agriculture: the incoming of large sums of money and the beginning 

of the customs protection fall, though this one effects are being attenuated thru a long transition 

period. In those regions where the rural society upheld mainly in agriculture, Inner North and 

Alentejo, depopulation grew. In North Littoral still subsisted a rural society which, as once before 

was noted, did not rely exclusively of agriculture. Farming struggles hardly and unsuccessfully 

against the EC economy, to which is each day more exposed, in other words, it is still incapable to 

address the demands set on it by the current economic model. The land loses economic weight, as it 

is been happening since the sixties. Gone are the years when all available space in lands was not 

sufficient for all those willing to labor on them and the landowners that imposed their greedy 

interests in an economy well protected from outer interference. 

Currently, the agricultural population is characterized by a major change, regarding what was 

previously exposed, and a large cut in manpower, essentially due to farming modernization, to other 
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more appealing activity sectors, rural exodus, an aging population, to population’s low education 

levels, mainly senior population, the lack of skills update, consistent to technology progress, 

invalidating the sector evolution’s. Rural families, nowadays, tend to be multifunctional, 

embodying several functions and activities, allowing incoming supplements. The machinery used in 

this sector has been replacing manpower, reducing work stations and demanding more skill of its 

workers, demand, occasionally, hard to accomplish due to the low education level of much of the 

population that embraces this activity and their advanced age, averting them for keeping up towards 

technological development. Latterly, too, is a rule that parents and guardians try to grant their 

children and students the possibility to complete advanced studies, instilling them, early on, to be 

fond of other professions unrelated to rural practice. 

The transmission of knowledge and techniques is becoming less common, since those who have it 

lack those to offer it, as like it was decades, when it was done generation down to the next. Such 

experiences eventually are lost to the passing of time, tending to be, increasingly, less meaningful. 

As well the policies implemented by our successive governments, changing conceptions from one 

mandate to another, now voting this sector forsaken, now employing measures for its reactivation, 

creating, thus, social and economical instability, for those who do embrace this activity, alike for 

those willing doing so. Let us not forget that agriculture has once been the most significant activity 

sector in our country and that, in the past, sustained families and villages, safeguarding our 

population from greater needs. 
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Context Analysis in Romania 

 

 

1. Romania in the communist period  

 

After World War II, Romania became part of the Soviet sphere of influence and was 

“reconstructed” according to the Stalinist model. King Mihai 1
st 

was forced to abdicate, the 

“bourgeoisie” parties were abolished, and Romania became a one-party state. Those who previously 

were part of the elite and all potential adversaries were fiercely oppressed, having been staged 

political trials and afterwards being incarcerated or assassinated.  

 

In between 1948 – 1956 Romania was completely sovietised. A despotic political system, the 

“dictatorship of the proletariat”, was imposed and lead by a nomenclature united around the 

supreme leader. Industrial companies and the majority of the services became the propriety of the 

state, the agriculture was collectivized and the economy subjected to central planning.  

 

The communist regime tried to consolidate itself through massive investments, industrialization and 

a large transfer of the workforce from the agricultural into industrial sector. Socially, guided by the 

perception of class struggle, it introduced a politics of extermination: bourgeoisie, landowners, 

intellectuals, students etc. were deported, imprisoned, subjected to forced labor, and were even 

assassinated. As a result, hundreds of thousands of people were deported or detained in prisons and 

camps. Researchers estimate the number of victims to be between 500,000 and 2,000,000.  

 

In order to implement these politics, the regime created a perception of collective guilt and 

persecuted the family members of people suspected of anticommunist intentions or actions. 

Furthermore, aberrant criteria were used to destroy the chances of children with “unhealthy origins” 

to pursue advanced studies.  

 

Later on, events such as the Hungarian revolution in 1956, Hrușciov’s de-Stalinization, but also 

certain nationalist impulses allowed the Romanian communist leaders to gain more independence. 

Hence, in 1958 they obtained the retreat of the Soviet troops. Relations with the West were 

rekindled, as well as with dissident communist states (for example Yugoslavia or China). It was 

also opposed to the Soviet attempts for economic integration of the communist states, declaring in 

1964 that each party should independently choose its own path to socialist development.  

 

This turn towards nationalist communism was accompanied by accelerated economic growth. 

Enormous loans were taken to invest massively in heavy industry, which proved to be profitable 

given the technological imports from the West. This resulted in a significant migration from the 

rural to the urban area and in the 1980s, for the first time in Romanian history, the urban population 

exceeded 50% of the total population. Some progress was made in the healthcare and educational 

system and in the living standards.  
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However, this paradigm of economic development had obvious limits since the communist model 

focused on production quantity and ignored efficiency criteria. 

 

The wasting of resources by inefficient industries and the exhaustion of oil and gas transformed 

Romania from and exporter into an importer. The Ceaușescu regime preferred to drastically limit 

imports and to force exports in order to save enough currency to repay the enormous external debt, 

and through that to cease Romania’s dependence on external financing.  

 

This measure lead to a dramatic decrease in the living standard, and to an overall state of misery 

and desperation caused by the physical degradation that the population was subjected to. Oppressive 

norms were implemented, such as “rationalized alimentation” which caused hunger among people, 

while heat and electricity were interrupted.   

 

The physical and moral misery and fear were instruments to maintain control. The PCR Program 

adopted 1974 addressed the “humanitarian revolution as true humanism”, when in reality the most 

devastating anti-humanism triumphed.  

 

Other criminal actions of the communist regime in Romania according to the final report by the 

Presidential Commission for Analysis of the Communist Dictatorship in Romania:  

 Persecution of ethnic, religious and cultural minorities; 

 Arresting, killing, political detention or deportation of peasants who resisted the 

collectivization.  

 Deportation and extermination of Jewish and German ethnicities  

 Repercussion against culture, eradicating national values, extreme censorship, arrest and 

humiliation of intellectuals  

 Repression of the students’ movement in 1956 and arresting protesting students   

 Repression of worker’s movement in Valea Jiului (1977), Braşov (1987) and of the other 

strikes in the 1980s. Arrest and deportation of the protesting workers 

 Destruction of historic and cultural patrimony and demolition of a quarter of the historic 

center of Bucharest 

 Massacre of citizens based on the order of Nicolae Ceauşescu, with the approval of the PCR 

leadership and the participation of some army and security units during the anticommunist 

revolution in December 1989 

 

The communist regime in Romania was based on a constant violation of human rights, on the 

supremacy of an ideology hostile to an open society, on the power monopoly of a limited group of 

individuals, and on persecution, intimidation and corruption.  

 

2. Romania in the period of the post-communist transition 

 

The transition to a new political and economic regime initiated in December 1989 proved that 

Romania was very unprepared for the challenges of post-communism. Its only advantage was that 

due to the tremendous efforts in the years 1980s the external debt had been repaid. However, this 

happened at the cost of suppression of consumption, limitation of technological imports and overall 

the isolation of a large part of the economy from the outside world.  
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Consequently, the Romanian economy was marked by structural dysfunctions. Companies found it 

increasingly more challenging to compete in foreign markets and to defend their position internally 

– if the market was open for competition. The technological progress was completely blocked, the 

work degraded, and productivity stagnated or even decreased.  

 

The regime impeded the coagulation of the civil society and the debate of possible reforms. At the 

same time, the public polarization against Nicolae and Elena Ceaușescu created unrealistic 

expectations that their removal will solve all of the country’s problems and the majority of the 

population demanded rapid improvement in the standards of living. Social and political disorder 

contributed to the disturbance of the system, and encouraged former political individuals and 

middle-managers to start accumulating private capital, in the detriment of their companies or of the 

public institutions.   

 

3. The nostalgia of communism  

In the first few years after 1990, nobody would have thought that one day Romanians will be 

nostalgic of communism. However, contrary to expectations, we are observing a true explosion of 

nostalgia and reminiscence of communism in Romania. Whether it is the advertisements for sweets 

during the communist period, or the wave of literature and productions that exploit from a literary 

point of view, the childhood and adolescence in a totalitarian regime, the memory of communism 

returns with strength.   

According to a survey done by INCSOP Research, in November 2013, in a sample of 1055 people: 

- 44 .7% of Romanians thought that “communism was good” 

- 44.4% believed that people lived better before 1989   

 

The percentage of people that characterized the communism as “good” increases with the age of the 

respondents and decreases with the level of education.  

- People older than 65 years are the most nostalgic – for 51.7% of them communism was 

good 

- The percentage decreases with age. Thus, 50% among the ones between 50 - 64 years old 

believe it was good and 46.9% among the 35 - 49 year old agree with that 

- What is concerning is that young people aged 18 – 34 years believe in a proportion of 

34.1% that the old communist regime was good. 

- 56.1% of people with primary studies are nostalgic, 46.8% with medium studies and 

34.4% with superior studies 

- The perception of communism as good is also tied to income: poor people – 47.7% while 

employed and high income represents 31.1% 

- The nostalgia was stronger in the rural area with 49.1% and lower in the urban area with 

41% 

The Romanian society, and in particular the young people forgot the evil that communism did and 

created a utopic memory of it. Forgetting the past can leave this generation prey to a skilled 

demagogue that could speculate this utopia.  

 

One of the explanations for this nostalgia is found among the many elderly that cannot find the 

resources to change in this new world, which seems not to have any place for them. “We live now 

in a society for the youth, and they seem to have nostalgia for a period when elderly people were 
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privileged, nostalgia for a golden personal age” during which each person had a home and a job. 

Many of these nostalgic people don’t necessarily want communism to come back to power because 

they are aware of its shortcomings, yet they are longing for those times because as they say “we had 

it well.” They managed to supply for themselves and with the help of connections, could even go on 

vacation to resorts or travel extensively within the country.  

 

There is also a category for people who were excluded and who lost the competition after 1989. The 

disappearance of the socialist economy and of a large industrial congestion created a poor 

population in the last decades who is required to re-orient professionally, endure a drastic decline in 

the living standard or to face an unforeseeable future. Workers in manufacturing and even in 

agriculture that were part of state-owned enterprises are confronting with a loss of identity. The 

comparison between the way they lived before 1989 to now could create for them a real nostalgia as 

an expression of rejection of a present where they cannot find their role.  

Communism absolved the individual of responsibility. They lead, food is being given, and the Party 

starts or interrupts the electricity. Nothing falls on the individual – neither the responsibility for his 

or her own future, nor the realization of social goals.  

Nevertheless, according to the survey “The public opinion barometer – the truth about Romania” 

realized by INSCOP Research in December 2014, people responded to whether they would prefer 

communism or democracy (“If you could choose between communism – a political authoritarian 

regime with a planned economy – as experienced before 1989 and democracy – a democratic 

regime with free markets – what would you pick?”) with 80.9% in favor of democracy and only 

14.3% in favor of communism.  

   

4. Proposal to accomplish in the frame of the iRemember project 

In the frame of the iRemember project, the 'EUROED' association will implement a laboratory of 

memory that addresses the transition from the communist dictatorship to democracy and free 

markets.  

Main objectives of this memory laboratory are:  

1. Young generations meet and understand the communist period which they know only through 

books, so that history doesn’t repeat itself 

2. Both generations are more tolerant which avoids an inter-generational conflict and does not 

blame the nostalgics of communism   

3. The development of inter-generational activities (traditional crafts versus the use of computers/ 

accessing the internet, transferring folklore, songs and folk dances etc.)  
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Context Analysis in Armenia 

 

The forced migration and preserved Armenian identity 
 

The phenomena of Preserving of ethnic identity 
 in the case of Armenians can be considered as a miracle. 

 
The Armenian nation is in the active phase of the struggle for survival on a fraction of its own 

homeland, preserved at the cost of unimaginable sacrifices.  

In other words, the Armenian nation is a struggling organism whose main, vitally important 

function is the struggle for survival. 

The frontlines of this struggle for survival stretch out not only along Armenia’s borders with 

Azerbaijan and Turkey, but evidently also throughout the country itself, embracing the spheres 

of demography, economy, social life, science and education. 

 Emigration, regardless of its reasons, removes Armenians, partially or fully, from the central 

battlefield for survival, and that is – Armenia. Repatriation, on the other hand, results in the 

replenishment of a vitally necessary reserve for the country.  

It should be emphasized that genetics are of a secondary importance in determining of an 

Armenian or any other national identity. The real identity of an individual is defined by his 

personal involvement in and contribution to the life processes of the relevant nation.  

The struggle for physical survival is unfortunately the core function of life of the Armenian 

nation. It is this very function that determines and necessitates the fundamental pillar of the 

Armenian identity – direct and personal engagement in this struggle for the realization of the 

national objectives. 

The engagement in the struggle for the achievement of the above-mentioned objectives will 

underpin an Armenian’s ethnic resistibility with such a breath of emotions, feelings and 

knowledge that he/she will indeed have the drive and the need to acquire and become the bearer 

of the basic elements of the national self-consciousness – the language, culture, customs and 

traditions.  

24
th

 of April, 2015 the Armenian nation and the world are commemorating the Centennial of the 

Armenian Genocide. The crime has claimed over 1,5 million innocent lives, deprived the 

Armenian nation of a major part of its cultural, historic and spiritual heritage, property, living 

space. The nation has survived and revived, but the crime is still denied, and therefore it 

continues. We remember and demand....  

100 years impunity for genocide of Armenians in the Ottoman Empire effects on the current 

reality.  

100-year-long that conflict has both national and international components. 
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After Genocide life and forced migration, of course, strongly influenced on the current being 

social, cultural, and economic aspects. There are many examples of both the repatriation (1920-

30, 1946-47 periods, as well as nowadays) and migration to Russia and other countries based on 

today's limited social conditions. 

Preserving of ethnic identity implemented actively by people in all the big and small centers of 

Armenian Diaspora in complex geopolitical and social conditions today is a brilliant feature of 

our nation.  

Their everyday life focuses on capacity of tolerance and resilience, respect of diversity and 

tolerance.  

The Armenian style of professional and private relations, as a rule, is characterizing by cordial 

friendliness and goodwill.  

They are seeking for the same carrying of from others.  

We will consider a preservation of the Armenian identity in different historical periods of forced 

migration across the century through the influences and reflections in culture: the storytelling, 

specific data (infografics) and visible culture indicators, i.e. folklore, folk songs, dance, 

literature (prose and poetry), art and crafts, painting. 

 

We firmly believe that national identity through the prism of the modern transformations can 

reflect on our Country and Diaspora youth and society in general, became the only remedy for 

many diseases.  

Combining universally accepted and recognized as a National one heritage and culture, and then 

presenting it in a clear and understandable format accessible to young people we can ensure 

Armenia's main resource: human capital reproduction.  
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